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Easter Conclave 2022
I AM Thy Shield
Discourse — April 13, 2022

Ever since the time of Abraham 3,000 ago, when God
spoke to him saying, “I AM Thy Shield and Thy Exceeding Great
Reward,” the Divine Ideal of the Fiery Engram of a Shield has
been a true spiritual Instrument to bestow Divine Protection upon
mankind. This Shield has been maintained over the centuries by the
Ascended Masters in cooperation with unascended disciples and
with the Heart of God in the Great Central Sun to focus the Power
of Divine Visualization. Today this Thoughtform is enshrined in
the Helicon Solar Shield. Through this Fiery Engram, the Hierarchs
of the Sixth Ray are focusing the Divine Protective Action of the
Solar Radiance of the Christ Light, hallowing space with absolute
God Love, and wherever possible providing Protection, and
redirecting any destructivity back to those who have sent it forth.
This Activity is granted by Dispensation of the Lords of Karma so
the Divine Patterns are released as you are engaged in the God Star
Vigils, holding the Helicon Solar Shield in your consciousness.
This is your hour on the world stage to perform your service to
overcome the turmoil, oppression, and discord in the world. Only
through the intercession of the Ascended Masters will the Light
that is needed come forth to hold the balance for Peace in the Earth.
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Call to the Elohim to Anchor the Light!
Elohim Hercules — April 13, 2022

Elohim Hercules and his Beloved Pleiades come to anchor
in the Earth the Light of God’s Will so that there can be a turning
of the tide of the negativity and unreality that is trying to displace
the Christ Consciousness in the Sons and Daughters of God. This
Cosmic Light that they stream forth to the Earth is for one and all
to appropriate according to their attainment and ability. For what
you receive, you are responsible to internalize and anchor in the
Earth. As you look about the world, you see the travails, fear, and
doubt that is so prevalent here. Knowing the deep Peace of your
Mighty I AM Presence as you enter into Communion, you
understand what is required. Engage in that depth of Peace that
radiates out so that with every call you make you are establishing
that momentum that allows for the Fullness of God Love to infuse
all that comes forth, to comfort, to heal, and to bring Wholeness to
every circumstance! Let your calls to the Mighty Elohim anchor
the Light in the Hearts of the Sons and Daughters of God to awaken
them to the Fullness of Opportunity open to them in this era. You
can be a Beacon of Light to remind them of their Divine Destiny!

Let Your I AM Presence Wage Peace with Elohim

Discourse — April 14, 2022
Waging Peace with the Elohim is Waging Peace with
your own Beloved Mighty I AM Presence. As you rise into the God
Consciousness of your I AM Presence in the Great Central Sun,
you are forever locked within the realm of supreme Divine Peace
and Harmony. When you call forth the Light to hold the balance
for the world, issuing the Constant Conscious Cosmic Christ
Command, enter into the overshadowing of your Presence and let
your outer self take on the Patterns of Perfection of your Presence.
As an Ascended Master student, you are not incarnated on Earth
to engage in a human tug of war with the forces of evil. Rather,
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you are rising into the sovereignty of the Divine Authority of your
Mighty I AM Presence. Always affirm in your consciousness, that
your Mighty I AM Presence is a Self-conscious Being with its own
unique and glorious Individuality. As the Light Rays go forth in
answer to your call, they hold fast to the native God Consciousness
of the Mighty I AM Presence. Then, as directed by the selective
intelligence of the Christ Presence, the White Light swallows up
the outer appearance of imperfection. In this way, the problems
of Earth are all to be solved through the “I AM the Way” of the
Mighty I AM Presence.

Awaken Illumination’s Flame upon the Earth!

Elohim Apollo — April 14, 2022
The Elohim of Illumination’s Ray, Apollo, commends
you to become the Flame of Illumination that draws forth the
Mind of God. It is that Flame that feeds into your consciousness
the Divine Good of God, allowing you to chart your Destiny
according to the Will of God. You have been learning the secret
of maintaining the Peace and Harmony necessary to enter into
the Holy Communion with your Presence so you can feel that
burning Fire of Illumination’s Flame within your brain. Thus, you
are guided by your Christ Presence with the right course of action
and the right words to speak that come from the Mind of God.
Calling forth the Divine Will of God at every turn will bring about
the Divine Consciousness of God in Victory. Mankind has lost
connection with Illumination’s Flame. Therefore, there must be an
awakening of Illumination’s Flame upon the Earth to go out far and
wide so the Charge of Light and the Fullness of Wisdom may be
regained. As you establish the Shekhinah Pillar® in your midst to
release the Light for and on behalf of mankind, there is a leavening
of the consciousness that is so needed upon the Earth. With the
whole of the Kingdom of God beginning to respond to all that is
good, that is the beginning of the Golden Age!
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A Dispensation of Ruby Fire to Anchor God’s Love!

Elohim Heros — April 14, 2022
Elohim Heros and Amora come to anchor a more than
ordinary Dispensation. Proclaiming: Enough is enough! the
Elohim say it is the time to send forth the Ruby Fire Angels of
Chamuel and Charity to come and clear the debris of the astral and
psychic planes that are polluting the consciousness of mankind.
When this Ruby Fire goes forth, there will be a shift in the
Earth! It will be dramatic, but it will be for the Love of God to
be anchored. Those who receive that Ruby Fire will be cleared of
the debris of their negativity and astral substance. And if they do
not succumb, then it will be according to their own Mighty I AM
Presence and the Karmic Board what is to come next. As Chamuel
and Charity’s Angels blaze the Ruby Fire and Heros and Amora
release their Momentum of Power, the Love of God abounds
around the Earth and will continue to do so for the foreseeable
future, according to the need of the hour. Hold fast to the Hand
of God! The acceleration of God Consciousness in the land is
beginning to move! This is your opportunity to live in God’s Love!

The Omnipresent Oneness of All Heart Flames

Discourse — April 15, 2022
The God Star Vigil is a worldwide service of our extended
family of Elohim, Ascended Hosts, Angels, and unascended Heart
Flames to reunite worlds that have become disengaged from one
another due to the thickening encrustation of human discord. The
goal is to restore the natural state of the Oneness of God. To soar
with the Elohim in their vast Consciousness of the Divine Ideal of
Oneness, you must open your consciousness to the overshadowing
of your Mighty I AM Presence. The One has the Power to share
that which it is with every part of reality, as it unifies all of the
realms from the Great Central Sun down to the outer physical
realm. As you enter this omnipresent Oneness, you are uniting the
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Infinite, the Allness of God, with the finite mortal consciousness.
You may think of the Dispensation of Streaming Golden Helicon
as potent, concentrated Currents of God Peace that reign
Universally and Supremely, Waging Peace throughout the Earth.
Divine Expansion proceeds from within the Heart Flame, bringing
into outer expression the Divine Reality that already exists in The
One. Hence you stand in the descending Radiance of that great
outpouring from the Realms of Perfection. We all have the Divine
Birthright to be the Fullness and Freedom of our Mighty I AM
Presence.

Let Your Pillar of White Fire be the Standard Bearer
for the Earth!

Elohim Purity — April 15, 2022
The Elohim of Purity holds fast to the streaming
Consciousness of the White Fire so that Purity might continue to
be anchored in the Earth as the White Ray, enabling all to return
Home to fulfill their Fiery Destiny. Until that time, you will
want to maintain levels of Purity that are within your grasp, by
invoking the Light of God to transmute the records of your karma
and bad habits, and by calling upon Illumination’s Flame so that
you make wise decisions to choose what is Holy, what will rise
to the level of the Christ Light. Mankind has lost sight of Purity,
the pure way of living, thinking, and speaking. Many cry out and
wonder why God has not answered their call! But they have not
seated their vibration in their Heart so that they can receive the
Blessings of God’s Light. Holding fast to Purity is the foundation
and springboard upon which you can truly assist all of life, sending
forth the Charge of the Mind of God into the mental planes to help
mankind come into alignment. Purity and Astrea always stand
ready with an intense Pillar of Fire you can call upon. Let the
Momentum of your Pillar of White Fire be the standard-bearer
for the Earth to leaven the Purity in Heart Flames so in need!
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The Power of the Name “I AM!”

Discourse — April 15, 2022
One of the Ten Commandments given to Moses by the
Nameless One was, “Thou shalt not take my name in vain.” So,
it was thought that by not speaking “I AM” it eliminated any
possibility of using it in vain. But Jesus made statements using
“I AM” throughout the four gospels. Jesus used that Name of
God as an Affirmation, a Fiat, and a Truth for whatever follows
“I AM.” Saint Germain teaches that the I AM God Consciousness
is creative. The key to your Decrees is the Power that is unleashed
as you lawfully use the Name of God, “I AM!” The I AM is truly
at the root of all things that manifest and that already exist in the
Great Central Sun. Give your Decrees standing in the Eternal in
your Electronic Body. A universal formula for every situation is
“I AM the Way!” When you know that your I AM Presence is the
Way, every human condition will resolve!

Maintaining Peace and the Vibration of the Christ

Elohim Cyclopea — April 15, 2022
Cyclopea teaches you how to operate as the Christ.
Establishing a Momentum that your Presence will release through
you daily requires discipline of what you eat, how you sleep, where
you go, what you think, and how you conduct your affairs, with
the Truth of your Identity manifesting in all you do. Maintain the
Vibration of the Light of the Christ daily, keeping your own Peace.
For when that Peace is present, all about you is in that rarefied
atmosphere of your Presence. Entering into Communion with your
Presence through Invocations and Decrees gives your Presence
permission to intercede on your behalf. The covenant with your
Presence has given you that right to draw forth the Light of God
into the Earth! And it is not only a right, but also a Commandment!
Do not think you can let up on your Decrees, for there must be
the ongoing Vigil that you keep in the Light of God, establishing
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a Momentum where your vibration is continually accelerating.
For that is building the Light that you require for the Ascension!
Hold fast to all that you have learned from The Temple of The
Presence®! The Golden Age is on your doorstep!

Generating Divine Love that Engenders the
Golden Helicon Shield

Discourse — April 16, 2022
The Golden Helicon Shield is a Shield of the Great Central
Sun with the Light of Ten Thousand Suns blazing through it. The
Helicon Solar Shield is an extension of the Attainment of Ascended
Beings of the Sixth Ray and many others with a Momentum of God
Protection to afford to mankind. Once this Pattern is established, it
can be multiplied wherever needed. The force behind this Action
is Love. This Love is the veritable “Being” of God, The One, and
The Good. And this Love engendering the Golden Helicon Shield
is the unconditional, universal, impersonal, absolute totality of the
Being of the Presence. This is the Holy Mountain symbolized by
“The Rock.” As this Love pours forth, it establishes the Vibration
that only your Presence can produce. Visualize the Golden Helicon
Shield coming forth from the Heart of your Presence, down your
Crystal Cord and out from your Heart Flame, then journeying to
wherever that Protection is needed. Through our God Star Vigil,
we call forth this Shield for the protection of all the Sons and
Daughters of God and for the plans of the Brotherhood of Light
throughout the world.

I Command You to Hold Fast to Peace!

Elohim Peace — April 16, 2022
The Sixth Ray Elohim, Peace, brings your attention to your
own Path of Christhood. He asks you to awaken to your Heart Flame!
For therein are the Blessings of The One God. You are to establish
Peace that flows with great Power and Momentum. When you
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understand this, your outer vehicles are charged with the Strength and
Courage to keep on striving, making the Call to God, and allowing the
Light of God to be the Doer! It is important that you have clarity of
consciousness and seat your attunement in the vibration of your Holy
Christ Presence. Establish an unconditional Love for all life so that
you are always sending forth an Abundance of God Love. Remember
the Divine Love that God has for you, and then convey that Love to all
through the Holy Purposes that you fulfill. And remember always that
the Elohim of Peace commanded you to hold fast to Peace!

The Process of Wholly Embracing Cosmic Law

Discourse — April 17, 2022
You gain your Victory by embracing the Truths and
Principles of Cosmic Law. Like Peter when he lost his focus on God
Perfection and began sinking below the waves as he walked on the
water, you cannot afford to let your outer mind accept appearances
that are less than God Perfection and give them power in your life.
You are either in a figure eight flow with Perfection or imperfection.
Put your attention on the underlying Perfection that is present
behind the screen of outer appearances and which is always there
in the Great Central Sun. You never need to wrestle humanly with
imperfection because you have the Rock of your Electronic Body,
the Rock of The Great I AM, and the Rock of the Great Central
Sun, as that firm foundation of God Perfection on which you stand!

Trust in the Violet Flame and Your Mighty I AM Presence

Elohim Arcturus — April 17, 2022
Asking you to be priests and priestesses of the Sacred
Fire, Arcturus presents in-depth Teaching on your daily work at
the altar. All is to be charged with Light, sanctified and purified.
The words you speak hold Power and commune with the Heart
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Flames of the Ascended Masters. Your Holy Christ Presence is
the key to reaching a level of Mastery and Attainment that can
and will perform miracles! From the beginning, the Flames of all
Twelve Elohim were established upon your crown. And you are
invited to call upon the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light
for assistance you may need in any given moment or situation. Do
not feel unworthiness. The Flame upon the Altar of your Heart is
worthy of God Almighty, for it is a part of God! Arcturus reveals
that The Temple’s Holy Vigils have worked miracles. Do not let
your momentum flag! Continue that acceleration in your own life,
for you are the greater for it, having received in return the Blessings
of God’s Light into your keeping and wise use, having refined your
outer vehicles, and having elevated your vibration!

Be Thou the Christ!
Beloved Jesus — April 17, 2022

During his Easter Address, Beloved Jesus blesses you with
the Christ Light of his Momentum so that you may feel, receive,
and be your Holy Christ Presence, here and now! Teaching you
how to command Life by the Christ Consciousness, Jesus instructs
you not to sit on the sidelines of life now that you are aware of your
Mighty I AM Presence and the intrinsic worth of your Identity in
God, but instead bring forth every Opportunity that your Presence
desires for you! Allow your Heart Flame to satisfy the Law, to
prove the Law, and to be the Law of God! You can invoke the
Resurrection Flame in Jesus’ name and have that Flame work daily
in your life. Recommit your life to your I AM Presence and have
God Consciousness flow freely to you. Freedom is felt by those
who practice the Power of Invocation to the Light of God and
purify their four lower vehicles with the Violet Flame.
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Acropolis Sophia

The Great Central Sun Operates with Laws

Discourse — April 18, 2022
The All of God that is the Great Central Sun, the Home of
Light of your I AM Presence, is Omnipresent. Right where you are,
the Great Central Sun is present. The Ascended Masters wish you
to appreciate the absolute Peace, Protection, security, and safety
of the Great Central Sun that envelops you. You can raise your
consciousness into that omnipresent level, but equally important,
the Protection of that Foundation, which is God and God only, can
be invoked to manifest down to the etheric double of the physical
plane, and even to the physical plane itself. There are Laws in
the Realms of Coming-To-Be, in the Great Central Sun, and in
The One that are all interrelated. These Laws are impersonal,
immutable, and irrevocable. They operate whether mankind
is aware of them or not. Those who love Wisdom will desire to
learn how the Presence of God operates by Laws, and then live in
accordance with those Laws, rather than fight against them. When
those Laws are set into motion by an illumined consciousness, the
Great Central Sun instantly responds!
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Meditate Upon the Great, Great Silence
The Nameless One — April 18, 2022
The Nameless One’s Altar in the Great Central
Sun pours forth the White Radiance of God’s Purity constantly
to the Earth. He wishes you to grasp how easy it can be for
you to adopt a way of life that is in daily Communion with
your I AM Presence, operating as the Holy Christ Presence,
and streaming forth all the Blessings from God’s Heart. The
Akashic Record of the Edenic Consciousness that accompanied
your first incarnation is there, and you may revivify the
memory, action, and energy of that record. Like Moses, you
have received instruction — the Christ Virtues to practice and
the God Qualities to put into action. And you have been given
Decrees and Affirmations with which to invoke that Light from
your Presence. Your Calls will bear fruit across the world! Do
not give up! Do not hold back! When you have the prompting,
the time is now! Make room in your life to enter into the Great
Silence. Opening your consciousness into the Mind of God
allows you to accelerate into your Presence, and thus, into the
Great Central Sun.
Anointed Representative® Carolyn Louise Shearer
Shares Experiences of the Light

Discourse — April 19, 2022
Since the Elohim presented much instruction on Decrees
during this conference, the Anointed Representative® Carolyn
Louise Shearer, in order to help the students, shared some of her
initiations on the Path and experience with Decree work. Carolyn
gives examples from her life of how the Power of the Light can
bring you into your Divine Destiny and how your Calls will be
answered. It takes the charge of the energy of your Threefold
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Flame connecting with the word from your throat chakra that will
allow you the greatest manifestation of what you desire. We all
have different circumstances, different situations, different karmic
patterns, but the solution to all is the Light of God! Let your Heart
accept the assistance of your I AM Presence. Make the Calls!
Invoke the Light! For the more you step up the Light with your
Calls, the greater the Momentum of that Light that you can conduct
into your affairs. This is not hypothetical, this is Real! You can take
command of every vestige of your life by the Christ Light! Your
Presence awaits that moment when you connect with the Light,
draw it forth, and begin to fulfill all that you came to do!

Draw Upon Akasha and the Light of God that Never Fails!

Elohim Surya — April 19, 2022
Surya, the Elohim of Akasha from the God Star Sirius,
deposits the Charge of Akasha into the atmosphere around you!
Surya reveals the purpose of life: never to be that far from your
Presence! And never to be that far from Home in the Great Central
Sun! You have a full array of the Momentum of God available to
you. Do not block your own Path by holding thoughts of inadequacy,
inability, or negativity. If your Presence desires for you to continue
to accelerate your attainment and mastery, It will open doors and
bring you new patterns of life and opportunity. But never think that
you have reached the highest state of consciousness available to
you. You must keep striving! Keep the pressure of Light moving!
Keep your connection with the Great Central Sun firmly fixed!
And do not forget to send Love. It is the surge of Love that you
send to your Presence and to the Heart of God in the Great Central
Sun that becomes the return current. The expansion of your Heart
Flame knits you together with the Great Central Sun. Let the Great
Central Sun be the foundation of Home upon which you reside!
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Pursue the Agenda of Your Mighty I AM Presence

Maha Chohan — April 19, 2022
The Maha Chohan asks you not to forget that your
I AM Presence is present because of The Great I AM, The One,
the Almighty. Your Presence incarnated to establish the Allness of
God at the command of your Heart Flame. For the Initiation was
to come into a world where you were in the midst of the Elemental
Forces of Nature that would respond to the Christ Command! When
you further the agenda of your Presence, it is the desire of God’s
Heart that you are bringing forth. Do not forget your Responsibility
to commune with your Holy Christ Presence. Joy allows you to
have your Christ Presence overshadow you. God Gratitude and
Love from your Heart to your Presence, to God Almighty, primes
the pump of all that manifests. You must have Deep Peace to hold
fast to the disciplines required to be in the Light. Holding to the
Teachings on the Christ Virtues will hasten your return Home to
the Great Central Sun. Let not one day pass that you do not feel
the Light and the unfolding of your Threefold Flame, so that the
acceleration of Light builds until one day your Ascension takes
place!

The Attributes of God in the Great Central Sun

Discourse — April 20, 2022
It is necessary for you to have a correct understanding and
knowledge of the Great Central Sun so you can focus your Heart
and mind there. The Great Central Sun is Changeless. Everything
exists in the Eternal Now. All the facets of God Consciousness are
new and fully actualized in the prime of life. Everything in the
Great Central Sun is Whole, Complete, and Perfect. The Great
Central Sun is Omnipotent, Omnipresent, and All-Powerful, and
the Consciousness of The Great I AM shines through. You have
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access to this Realm because your Heart possesses that Oneness
and is the open door to the Higher Realms. You are encouraged to
open your Heart and enter the timeless Realm of the Great Central
Sun and acquire the ability to heal yourself and the rest of the
world.

Victory for the Earth Requires Conscious Awareness
of the Light

Elohim Hyperion — April 20, 2022
The Sons and Daughters of God have a Responsibility
to elevate their consciousness to receive and actualize the
Momentums the Elohim bring forth. The Golden Helicon affords
you the opportunity to step up your vibration daily to enter into
the Fullness of the Mind of God. Your own Mighty I AM Presence
is constantly encouraging you to rise higher in consciousness.
Waging Peace with the Elohim requires great striving on your part.
When you have the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart accelerating
every cell of your body, you are Courageous and ready to move
forward according to the Divine Plan of your life. In the final hour
of your day, turn everything over to your Presence and ask for the
preparedness to continue your journey. Your Heart Flame needs to
know you are willing, that you accept the Authority conferred upon
you, and that you are up to the Mission and Divine Plan of your
Mighty I AM Presence.

The Great Central Sun Is Everywhere and Nowhere

Discourse — April 20, 2022
Plotinus used the rising of the sun to illustrate the paradox
of the Great Central Sun being everywhere and nowhere. Prior to
rising above the horizon, the sun is unseen to our eyes but is still
universally present. Its appearance before our eyes makes it present
to us. Likewise, the Great Central Sun is always present and awaits
our conscious awareness of its existence. While the Great Central
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Sun is nowhere, there is nowhere it is not – so it is everywhere.
When you join your consciousness with that of your Mighty
I AM Presence, you will see the Great Central Sun all around you
just as your Mighty I AM Presence has always seen the Central
Sun all around it. Although the Allness of the Great Central Sun
cannot fit into any time or space ratio, Proclus explained that its
all-pervasiveness extends down to the earth element.

The Light Is Everything

Goddess of Light — April 20, 2022
It is your blessing to have Akasha close at hand, available
to your own Threefold Flame, responsive to the Third Eye, ready
to establish in your life, at your command, the Patterns of God
from the Great Central Sun. But it requires Light, Light, Light!
For that Light carries the Consciousness of God. The time is
now to enter into that Consciousness. Do not put off for another
moment entering into the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence, for
it is as close as your own Threefold Flame. That Light accelerates
the body temple so you can put on more of the Light. It may feel
foreign at first, but the remembrance of it is there and will not let
go. As the Patterns of Light build, you create a firm foundation for
the life your Heart has always known you were to live. Holding to
that high Vibration allows your consciousness to soar.

Drawing the Great Central Sun to Yourself

Discourse — April 21, 2022
The example is given of Saint Germain being held
within the Great Central Sun and remaining poised and calm as
the turmoil of war surrounded him. We are drawing upon the
Universal God Power of the Central Sun to produce the cloud that
hallows our forcefield. There is a Universal Primal Intelligence in
the Light substance of this cloud. As you visualize your final goal,
the Intelligence of your Heart Flame unites with the Universal
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Intelligence to bring it forth. The Universal Light knows its own
and rushes to serve its creator, in this case, your Heart Flame.
Imprinting the picture of what you want to come forth upon the
Great Silence through visualization creates the greatest Power in
the Universe. Hold your vision steady until the full impression
is received by the Great Silence. It is the Law that when your
visualization is registered in the Great Silence it will come forth.

Divine Sacrifice Is Giving Forth God Love Unceasingly

Elohim Kronos — April 21, 2022
Invoking the Light of God to not only accelerate your own
vehicles, but to accelerate the Earth itself and all thereon is how you
establish Divine Peace upon Earth! There is vast opportunity for
you to hone your skills of Invocation and witness the response to
your Call! For surely there are those occasions when you are aware
your Call has performed its Perfect Work. You are to become the
Divine Alchemist in all things related to Cosmic Law. This is why
you have available to you the full Panoply of the Christos and the
Causal Body Presence with your Attainment throughout the ages,
even before your first incarnation. The Good that is to come forth
will always follow the Patterns of Perfection and Cosmic Law. For
your own Threefold Flame is God. Your Holy Christ Presence is
God. The Causal Body Presence is God. The Light that streams
forth from your Mighty I AM Presence is carrying the Fullness of
the Body Consciousness of God!

Your Mighty I AM Presence Is Lord of the Great Central Sun

Discourse — April 22, 2022
While it is true that the Higher Realms vibrate at a higher
frequency than the lower realms, it would be a mistake to think
they are separate from one another. Rather, since each realm
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proceeds from higher to lower they all trace their origin back to
the Great Central Sun within which they all exist. Within the Great
Central Sun, your Mighty I AM Presence is forever expanding the
Limitless Qualities and Attributes of Perfection that are there. It
is a process of unfolding from within Itself and gaining mastery
over aspects of The Good. And out here in time and space you, as
the Individualization of your Mighty I AM Presence, are unfolding
and obtaining this mastery on the earth plane. However, The Great
I AM, from which the Great God Flames and Individual Mighty
I AM Presences emanate, is above the Great Central Sun and thus
your Presence is Lord of the Great Central Sun.

The Great Central Sun Is a Breath Away

Mighty Cosmos — April 22, 2022
Part of the process of becoming the Christ is gaining
the ability to draw upon the Fullness of the Light of God. To
accomplish this, there must be a stilling of the emotional body and
a depth of Peace within you. The Mind of God knows when there is
this depth of God Control necessary for the transfer of God Power
to take place. You must be prepared for the Fullness of the Light of
God to flow forth, and this preparation does not happen overnight.
The state of consciousness, vibration, and Purity you hold within
yourself establishes a temple through which your Presence can
manifest all you are to bring forth. The Fullness of the Light that
your Mighty I AM Presence has for you to receive is greater than
you would ever be able to hold while incarnated upon the Earth!
But the amount you are able to receive allows the Flame upon the
Altar of your Heart to break the barriers of this outer vehicle and
soar into the Great Central Sun where you are not limited by time
and space.
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Prepare Your Chalice to Receive

El Morya — April 22, 2022
Giving your Calls at the altar and entering into the
Threefold Flame of your Heart allows you to maintain the Charge
of Light and accelerate that Momentum. Having touched the
Flame upon the Altar of your Heart, you realize the Mighty I AM
Presence is close at hand and life is new and exciting. Every day
in the Flame of God is new, for every moment there is a shift in
the Charge of Light coming forth. During this cycle, the Elohim
opened the door to the Great Central Sun and you had only to walk
through and make yourself available. Let this be the desire of your
Heart, for there must be the fulfillment of the return current you
have received and internalized so you truly garner what has been
proffered. The sensitivity you experience in the Flame of God is
Pure and allows you to monitor your vibration and maintain the
Charge your Presence desires.

Know There Is Only God-in-Action Everywhere

Discourse — April 23, 2022
All of the Realms of Creation from the Nirvanic World
down to and including the physical Earth are built up by their
interaction and reliance upon that Eternal Constancy of the Great
Central Sun. Truly, the coming forth of creation is absolutely built
upon the foundation of the Great Central Sun as the Rock. In The
Temple of The Presence each one’s own Mighty I AM Presence
is the Rock of its Individuality and facilitates the Resurrection
and Ascension. The Ascended Masters are there to help guide
the Light, but the Source of that Light is each one’s Electronic
Body of the Mighty I AM Presence because the Victory of the
Ascension must be won by each Individuality of the Mighty
I AM Presence. Have the Perfect Faith and Trust to reach to the
Heart of your Mighty I AM Presence to fulfill your every call
and provide the antidote to whatever mortal condition you face.
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You Must Anchor the Light All the Way to the Physical

Elohim Regulus — April 23, 2022
Limiting your consciousness limits your ability to
accelerate on the Path to the Ascension and be God Victorious.
Anchoring the Light of God all the way to the physical allows the
Fullness of the Light to fill your body temple and accelerate the
Vibration of the Christ so you are moving in the Grace of God. This
gives you the opportunity to have the Charge of Light anchored in
your body temple, accelerating the Christ Light and establishing
Peace. Having the Presence of God constantly in your life carries
you into greater heights of the conscious awareness of God so there
is not one aspect of your life not touched by the Light of God. That
Light upon the Altar of the Heart always expands and accelerates
according to your striving. Therefore, become adept at invocation
so the Calls you make become the command of your Mighty I AM
Presence in the Great Central Sun and are then anchored here upon
this earth.

Within the Consciousness of The Great I AM All Is Well

Discourse — April 24, 2022
From the Great I AM comes the fused Oneness of the
knowledge of Perfection, which includes yourselves, your loved
ones, and the world at large. Every tremolo, every thought or feeling
that registers on the Heart Flame of any embodied lifestream, be
it a newly born infant or young child, is simultaneously known
by the Great I AM because they are One and in that Oneness the
Individual Heart Flame’s awareness is an undivided part of the
Awareness of the Great I AM. Therefore, you should not postpone
until after your Ascension your communion with the Consciousness
of the Great I AM, for it is always ongoing. The Great I AM is
constantly envisioning the absolute best for all of reality, not only
the Firstborn Sons and Daughters of God, but for every other part
of life as well. This selfless giving wants every part of life to be as
much like the Great I AM as it can possibly be.
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Keep the Flame of God Burning Brightly Upon the Earth

Maha Elohim Ouranos — April 24, 2022
With the coming of Elohim, the Earth is vibrating at a
different level, bringing a greater Momentum of God Reality!
And therein lies Peace and the fulfillment of every Desire of the
Flame upon the Altar of each one’s Heart! This is possible because
it is conceived within the Mind of God, producing Patterns and
Momentums enabling the Power of God to overwhelm any lesser
state. Acknowledging your Mighty I AM Presence and holding
fast to the Blessings flowing to you motivates you to keep striving
toward your Ascension in the Light. Each of you has inherited from
your Mighty I AM Presence the Responsibility to abide by Cosmic
Law and keep the Flame of God burning brightly. Your attention
upon the Great Silence enables you to receive the Momentum of
Peace, and the Flames of Elohim upon your brow and crown are
testimony of their assurance to assist you in accomplishing the
task.

Alpha And Omega Will Never Turn Away from Your
Heart Flame

Omega — May 8, 2022
Alpha and Omega will never turn away from your Heart
Flame because that Flame is the Presence of God on the Earth and
in the Ascended Octaves. The Law of Forgiveness and the Mercy
of God is always flowing forth and those committed to knowing
the Truth of their Identity will eventually have it imparted to them,
for that is the Law. Omega is most aware of the events upon the
Earth that require the Momentum of the Mother Flame. It is the
Hope of Alpha and Omega that the Teachings you freely receive
will become known far and wide and elevate the Consciousness of
the Flames of Illumination, the Love of God, the Will of God, and
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the Mother Light in the fulfillment of the Golden Age desired by
The One. Do not take for granted what you have received but hold
it dear that the Consciousness of your Mighty I AM Presence may
be ever where you are.

Let the Unconditional Love of Your Heart Touch All of Life

Lord Gautama — May 15, 2022
There is so much about the Threefold Flame for you to
realize. It is not just a passive interaction, but you must exert the
consciousness within you to adopt a way of life that allows that
Flame to be ever-present. The Flame is always there. Your Presence
is always there. Gautama is always there. The more you know the
Flame of God, the more you have the participation of your own
Mighty I AM Presence in your way of life. Once you enter into the
Heart Flame and are actively participating in that Charge of Light,
you know and have the Truth resonating through your entire being.
There is no fear, doubt, or questioning. Cosmic Law is a Reality
to you, for you have become the Momentum which your Presence
desired to share with you. This Momentum stays with you all your
days, even to the Ascension and beyond, for you will have touched
the Presence of God.
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